
Welcome to Foundation Stage

Children in our Foundation Stage are known as ‘friends’. Nursery 
children are in Rainbow class and reception children are in Cherry 
class.



We would like to introduce you to the grown ups who 
will be working with you in Nursery and Reception.

Hello, I’m Mrs 
Pemble and I 
am your 
Reception 
class teacher.

Hello, I’m Mrs 
Maunder and I 
am a 
Foundation 
Stage teaching 
assistant.

Meet the grown ups 

Hello, I’m Mrs 
Lesser and I 
am your 
Nursery class 
teacher.

Hello, I’m Miss 
Hayes and I am 
a Foundation 
Stage teaching 
assistant.



Coming into school

Nursery 
friends come 
into school 
through this 
door.

Cherry friends 
come into 
school through 
this door.

Cherry 
friends 
(reception) 
wait on this 
playground 
until the 
bell goes.

Nursery 
friends wait 
on this 
playground 
until the bell 
goes.



Rainbow room
Rainbow room is where nursery friends will come into school.  The 
children use this room for learning, playing and eating their 
snack.
During our busy times, Nursery and Cherry friends can play in 
Rainbow room together.

This is the rainbow corner. 
Nursery friends come and sit 
here when they have said 
goodbye to their grown ups.  



Rainbow room

This is our home corner, 
where you can make 
your friends some dinner.

This is our 
number area.



Rainbow room

This is our carpet area where we can 
play and use the whiteboard.

This is our mark making area 
where friends can write and draw.



Cherry room
Cherry room is where Cherry friends will come into school.  The children use 
this room for learning, playing and eating their snack.
During our busy times, Nursery and Cherry friends can play in Cherry room 
together.

Cherry friends hang their 
coats up here. This is Cherry room.



Cherry room

In Cherry room friends can read a book, 
play with small world animals and 
people, make patterns, write and draw.



Cherry room

In Cherry room friends can 
also count and play number 
games, use the computers and 
play with construction.

This is the 
carpet area 
where friends 
listen to 
stories and 
learn.



The Workshop

The Workshop is where the children can 
be creative and messy. During our busy 
times, Nursery and Cherry friends can 
play in in the Workshop together.



The Workshop
This is the workshop.  Friends can paint, 
play with playdough, make models, play 
in the water and build.



The Toilets

The toilets are next to the Workshop.



Going Home

Nursery children will be collected 
from this door.  It is located by 
the Churchyard.

Reception children will be 
collected from this door.



We are looking forward to seeing you 
and your child.
If you have any questions then please 
contact admin3215@we-learn.com 


